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Good whatever time of day it is wherever you are, and welcome to this 
free online presentation of IntelliWebSearch.
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First of all a little history.
I wrote IntelliWebSearch for my own personal needs. In other words I 
am a professional translator and not a professional software developer, 
and I wrote it to solve a specific problem I - and I believe we all - have.
I was translating a set of syllabuses for degree courses in physics and 
mathematics from Italian into English. The files boiled down to a few 
introductory paragraphs and then a list of various laws and theories of 
physics and mathematics. It was extremely important to use the most 
standard name for each law and theory. For example do we say the 
Boyle law, Boyle's law, Boyle's Pressure Law, or what?
So I found myself doing literally hundreds of terminology checks per 
page which - as am sure you can imagine - is extremely time-
consuming.
In practice what I had to do without IntelliWebSearch was…
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Open the search engine, online dictionary or online encyclopaedia, 
perhaps a different one for each term... or even several for each term if 
I was crosschecking.
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And wait for the result page to load.
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Seeing all this one word comes immediately to mind: macro. But not an 
MS Word macro because I was using the TM tool DejaVu X so I 
couldn't use an MS macro even if I had wanted to. Luckily I had read 
about an application-independent macro language that runs on 
Windows called AutoHotkey.
And that's what IntelliWebSearch is: a sophisticated, compiled, 
Autohotkey macro.
With IntelliWebSearch nine steps become...
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…three steps to term searchers’ is paradise. All I had to do was select 
some text in the application I was using.
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Then press CTRL+ALT+B. That's the default shortcut setting. You can 
of course change it to anything like.
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To call up the IntelliWebSearch search window where …
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… you can edit the search string if need be. Maybe you want to add 
another keyword or change the singular to the plural, or something like 
that.
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And then click the button corresponding to the search you want to 
perform. If the search you want is the one highlighted in blue, you can 
simply press Enter. If you don't want one of the buttons displayed you 
can always change the group. There are five different groups of 10 
searches corresponding to the ten buttons. In other words you can 
reach up to 50 different searches from this window. The buttons may 
correspond to search engines, online encyclopaedias, and online 
dictionaries or even local dictionaries and encyclopaedias on CD-ROM 
or your hard disk. They may even correspond to the same search 
engine 50 times configured with different advanced settings and 
parameters.
In reality you can save more than 50 search configurations in 
IntelliWebSearch, but a maximum of 50 may be associated with buttons 
at any given time.
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Your default browser opens, and your chosen search engine, online dictionary, 
or online encyclopaedia appears, or your local dictionary opens with your 
search results.
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And if that's too slow for you...
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You can do it in two steps by selecting some text in the application you 
are using.
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Then press a shortcut key chosen by you to skip the IntelliWebSearch 
search window entirely...
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Read slide. Obviously, in this way, each search configuration must be 
associated with a different shortcut key.
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Read slide. In other words IntelliWebSearch remembers which 
application you launched the search from and reactivates its window, 
saving you having to click about with mouse.
This also saves time, and that is the whole point of IntelliWebSearch: to 
save time.
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To look for the search string in several preselected resources (almost) 
simultaneously, you can choose PluriSearch. I say almost 
simultaneously because it is actually one a fraction of second after the 
other, a fraction of a second after the other, etc. again here you can cut 
the steps down to two with a shortcut, which you can customize.
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Read slide. Note that is not necessary to fill all ten buttons in a group 
with search configurations, so GroupSearch might correspond to just 
two or three searches.
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Where can you find IntelliWebSearch?
www.intelliwebsearch.com.
Its freeware, and I intend to keep it that way.
And it has an interface in English,Catalan, Czech, Dutch, French, 
German, Italian, Russian and Spanish thanks to the help of volunteer 
localizers. If your language isn't there and you want to volunteer as a 
localizer just let me know.
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You can also keep in touch with IntelliWebSearch on Facebook, Twitter, 
Friendfeed and YouTube, where I will be putting a recording of this 
presentation in the next few days..
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There is also a very useful users’ group hosted by Yahoo groups, where 
users can swap tips and hints.
And IntelliWebSearch is also LinkedIn and has its very own newsfeed 
where events, updates and new releases are announced.
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As I said before, IntelliWebSearch is freeware, but if you feel uneasy 
about using something for free, you can pay to become a registered 
user. You get absolutely nothing extra for being a registered user apart 
from seeing the words registered user under your name and making me 
feel appreciated. You even get to choose how much you want to pay.
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But how does IntelliWebSearch know which searches I want to do?
The tool comes with a new user’s starter pack containing settings for 
over 80 search engines, dictionaries and encyclopaedias in various 
language combinations. Hopefully you can use some of them off the 
peg. Otherwise you will have to add the settings for your searches. This 
takes a few minutes, but you only need to do it once.
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Fortunately IntelliWebSearch comes with a Wizard to guide you. It steps 
you through the procedure with simple on-screen instructions.
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